
Rich Connected Texts

A Complete Foundational Skills 
Program for Grades K–2

Carefully Sequenced

• Phonological Awareness

• Concepts of Print

• Phonics

• High-Frequency Words

• Letter Formation 

• Word Analysis

• Fluency

Integrated Skills

Give your students the foundation they need to read with comprehension with Magnetic Reading 
Foundations K–2, a comprehensive foundational skills program that addresses the following domains:

The Magnetic Reading Foundations K–2 Scope and 
Sequence provides teachers with a systematic 
curriculum that effectively teaches students to 
decode and become fluent readers. 

Conceptually connected texts build students’ 
understanding of arts, science, and social studies 
with meaningful reading opportunities while they 
practice decoding and fluency.

Skills are strategically integrated across domains 
to reinforce connections between skills. Students 
apply their decoding, high-frequency words, and 
fluency skills to frequent and regular reading 
opportunities. 

Making Clay Pots
Rachel and Shay always went to the same place. 
It was a place for artists. When classes ended each 
day, kids went there. Kids went there when it was 
raining. Kids went when the sun was out.

Rachel and Shay liked it a lot! Rachel and Shay 
made clay pots there. Rachel and Shay got aprons 
and the clay. First, they made bases with clay.
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Let’s Read! Words with a, ai, aySuper Words: about, always, out, were

Let’s Read!

Read the words. Then sort them by the long a spelling. 

gray braid clay rain

stay strange train trail

spray quail change May

a ai ay

1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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4. 

5. 
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Effective Routines

Explicit instruction within each 
session is structured using routines 
that include scripting, modeling, 
practice, and corrective feedback.

Timely Assessment

Ongoing Practice

Program Components

Reading

• Teacher’s Guide

• Student Workbook

• Alphabet Books

• Magnetic Readers 
(Decodable Texts)

• Connected Texts

• Articulation Cards

• Sound Spelling Cards

• Word Building Cards

• Super Word Cards 
(High-Frequency 
Words) 

• Additional Digital 
Resources

Students have numerous and varied 
opportunities to practice new skills, 
and review is embedded across the 
lessons.

Formative assessment opportunities 
support responsive instruction 
throughout each lesson. Weekly 
Assessments and Unit Assessments 
help teachers efficiently track 
student learning and progress.
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Making Clay Pots
Rachel and Shay always went to the same place. 
It was a place for artists. When classes ended each 
day, kids went there. Kids went there when it was 
raining. Kids went when the sun was out.

Rachel and Shay liked it a lot! Rachel and Shay made clay pots there. Rachel and Shay got aprons 
and the clay. First, they made bases with clay.

Then Rachel and Shay made long thin strings of clay. Rachel and Shay used them to make the sides of their pots. Shay scratched lines on his pot. 
Rachel added braids of clay. 

Rachel and Shay had to wait to paint their clay pots. Their pots were still wet. On the way home, they sang a song about clay pots. Rachel and Shay 
like their art space!
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Let’s Read!

FIRST READ
Read Connected Text

Give children some background about this 
text. Encourage children to share what they 
know about the topic whether in English or 
using their home language.

TEACH/MODEL  Model decoding the title. Call 
attention to this week’s Super Words in bold 
and the Unit Words art and artists. Remind 
children that they are learning about words 
with long a spelled a, ai, and ay. Then write 
words from the text, such as clay, raining, and apron, to have children practice reading 

target-skill words for automaticity. Model finger-tracking while reading the first few sentences fluently and accurately as children 
follow along. Then read the text in unison with 
children, reminding them to track the text with 
a finger as they read.
APPLY  Have children read aloud the text again in unison as you listen for problem areas. If time permits, allow children to continue practicing using partner-reading or 

whisper-reading.  

CHECK  Are children able to read the text accurately and with ease?
Not Yet: Review errors in decoding. Provide 
Corrective Feedback by saying The word is    . 
Point to the sound-spelling that children missed 
and say the correct sound. Ask, What’s the 
sound? Have children respond. Then say, Let’s 
read the word again. Finally, have children 
reread the entire sentence.

• Introduce: This week, children will read about creating art. This text, Making Clay 

Pots, is about two students who visit an art studio after school. 
• Share: Unit Words art, artist, light, paint

Let’s Read!
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UNIT 2 • Making Art

PHONICS

Word Building

In Arabic, there is no sound transfer for the long a 

sound. Give speakers of Arabic more practice blending 

words with this sound. 

WORD BUILDING ROUTINE

MODEL  Review long a spellings a, ai, and ay. Display 

the Word Building Cards d, a, y to make the word day.  

Blend the Sounds: Listen as I blend the sounds in this 

word: /daaa¯/, day.

Add, Change, Delete, Repeat: Now, I will think about 

how to change the word to make a new one. I can 

change the letter d to the letter h. Listen as I blend the 

sounds to say the new word: /haaa¯/, hay. 

APPLY  Display the Word Building Cards p, a, y to 

make the word pay.

Blend the Sounds: Your turn! Make the word pay. 

Blend the sounds to say the word. /paaa¯/, pay 

Add, Change, Delete, Repeat: Change p to s. Now, 

blend the sounds to say the new word. /sssaaa¯/ What’s 

our new word? say 

With children, use the routine to build the following 

words in sequence. Correct all errors.

sail

strain

rail

strange

rain

stray

train

spray

CHECK  Can children build and decode words with  

long a: a, ai, and ay?

Not Yet: Build and blend additional words containing 

long a: a, ay, and ai word families, and have children 

repeat, emphasizing the parts they know. Then have 

them build and blend such words on their own, pointing 

to the letters as they blend.

Encode Words
DICTATION  We built some long a words with our cards. 

Now let’s write some words!

SPELL IT ROUTINE

MODEL  Think aloud as you spell the word brain. 

Say the Word: The word is brain. I am going to think 

about the sounds I hear in brain. 

Connect Sounds to Spellings: First, I will say the 

word slowly, brain. Next, I will think about the first 

sound I hear. The first sound in brain is /b/. I know that 

the letter b stands for /b/. I will write b. Repeat for the 

remaining sounds to spell brain. 

APPLY  Have children write today’s dictation words on 

p. 155 of their Student Workbook.

Say the Word: Your turn! The first word is chain. 

Remember to say the words to yourself to help you 

think about the sounds.

Connect Sounds to Spellings: Think about the first 

sound in chain. Which letters stand for that sound? 

Write the letters. Keep going for each sound in chain! 

Dictate the words and sentence below. When done, 

write them and have partners check each other’s 

spelling for accuracy. Have partners practice saying 

and spelling the words.

1. chain 2. spray 3. tail 4. strange

5. The train is on the way.

CHECK  Can children accurately spell words with  

long a: a, ai, and ay?

Not Yet: Review a, ai, and ay. Write play and point to 

each sound-spelling as children sound it out. Dictate 

tray. Repeat with wait, bait; range, change. Review errors. 

Provide corrective feedback by using the Corrective 

Feedback Routine for encoding.  Guide children to use 

tools such as SS&A Cards to check their own spelling. 

Build Words!
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